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Abstract: The real time methodology for inspection of Transmission line by using wireless robot is proposed in this project. As 
the technique is very much efficient for the inspection of transmission line. It is very risky to work with transmission line in 
normal as well as in Hazardous environment over the distance but by using the robot, inspection can  done properly and to 
overcome it. The robot works on overhead transmission line which is composed of wheels and arms. An embedded computer 
based programming is chosen as for the control system. Wireless camera is installed to obtain the video and the communication 
is achieved.as we compare with the oldest technology to search problems in transmission line and how can it make easy with 
robot. This project detect the inspection of transmission line using switchgear and embedded logic with the help of robot 
Keywords: Mobile robot, inspection, visual inspection, service robot. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A physical inspection robot is a machine to perform inspection in hazardous environment in this case it includes electrical 
switchgear which are used to control and protect the robot can be controlled remotely either manually or automatically and can be 
programmed to follow a specific inspection . it operate safely as it increases the reliability or power grid and minimizes cost and 
time. 
The procedure used for inspection and verification of wires or cables of energy transmission lines is subject to the experience of one 
technician who, through binoculars, covers the lines of transmission in a helicopter and is able of visualize points where seems to 
exist damages. After this previous identification technical teams are sent to verify, with greater detail, if the imperfection configures 
a situation of maintenance, the maintenance is carried out in a de-energized line. 
This paper describes the project of a mobile robot able of carrying out visual inspection of transmission lines, reporting to the 
operator possible imperfections. This work is presented divided in mechanical system, mechanism for transposition of towers, base- 
robot operations communication architecture, development of the control system and development of the visual inspection system. 

 
Fig.1 Schematic Diagram 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

 Before this technology people use to walk on cables. It is a high risk job, performed by people moving to the cables. This is very 
costly method ad also risk. Companies deploy teams call "line-man" who are each paid about rs 25000 monthly plus a dearness [1] 
allowance of rs 7,500 totalling, about rs 1 lakh expensive per month. using helicopters for fault detection and maintenance is also 
too costly & risky. 
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Thermal binoculars and special attire are used that can cost between Rs 22-25 lakh a piece. [2] 3. On hilly regions it is very difficult 
to go there for maintenance so Robot is easier to use on that line. It is also work on the night time because of using thermal infra-red 
cameras.[3] 
We also get exact location of fault for repairing. Faults in the transmission line may prove extremely hazardous. This may lead to 
the total breakdown of the power system leading to instability. [4] 
So the preventive maintenance of transmission line is of extreme importance. In order to serve this purpose a periodic and regular 
inspection of transmission line is very necessary. [5] 6. A real time methodology for inspection of transmission line by using 
wireless robot is proposed in this project. The inspection Robot with wheel driven can crawl along the overhead transmission wires. 
[6] 
 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 
 

 
Fig.2 Block Diagram of System 

 
IV. WORKING  

Solar panel : it will converts solar energy to electrical energy Means solar panel generates DC. 
CCU: charge control unit will provides a specific path to control/charge system and It also provides standard voltage levels to battery. 
Battery: it is storage device. 
Regulator: regulator section consists 2 no. of integrated circuit's one is 7805 and second one is 7812 The IC carry's 7805 for 5v and 
other IC carry's 7812 is for 12v dc supply and Both will provides constant outputs. In this section Arduino plays main role ECU will 
take inputs from sensors and provides desired outputs to final control elements as per program. The L293D is a 16-pin Motor Driver 
IC which can control a set of two DC motors simultaneously in any direction. 
 

V. COMPONENTS  
1) Relay 
2) Mtor Driver IC L293D 
3) Contactor 
4) Sensor 
5) Arduino 
6) Microcontroller 
7) Solar Panel  
8) Embedded C language 
9) Voltage Regulator IC 7805/7812 
10) DC Motor 
11) Battery 
12) Camera 
13) Monitor/ Mobile 
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VI. CONCLUSION  
The problem of risk to work with transmission line in normal as well as hazardous environment over hundreds of kilometres is 
overcome by this robot. The regular and periodic inspection of transmission line will now become possible using this robot. So the 
preventive maintenance of transmission line can be done as and when required and further hazards to the power system can be 
avoided. 

 
VII. RESULT  

1) To increase the efficiency, accuracy and safety infection process. 
2) It reduces the human effort and risk of injury or accident.  
3) It collect accurate data and recognise exact point of damage. 
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